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neuronal circuitry. Adult-fly-restricted expression of
dominantly acting genes that inhibit evoked neurotransmitter release (e.g. UAS-tetanus toxin light chain [24]) or
electrically silence neurons (e.g. UAS-Kir2.1, a genetically
engineered KC leak channel [24]) will allow us to better
understand the neural circuits underlying complex adult
behaviors such as courtship, circadian rhythm, and
learning and memory.
Another powerful use of Gene-Switch and TARGET
would be adult-fly-restricted RNA interference. UAS-driven
double-stranded RNA hairpin transgenes [25] combined
with TARGET or Gene-Switch could allow neurogeneticists to dissect the role of a gene in adult behavior
independent of its role in neurodevelopment.
The TARGET and Gene-Switch systems represent a
significant technological advance for genetic studies of
behavior in Drosophila. Prior to their development, memory
researchers had to compromise, selecting either spatially
restricted, semi-constitutive gene expression using the
standard GAL4-UAS system or temporally controllable,
spatially indiscriminate gene expression using the heatshock promoter. Thanks to the efforts of the Davis
laboratory, these limitations are now merely memories.
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Circadian clocks have been localized to discrete sites
within the nervous systems of several organisms, and in
mammals to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the
anterior hypothalamus. The clock in the SCN is
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composed of multiple autonomous single-cell oscillators, and new studies now allow an unprecedented
look at their oscillatory activities over repeated cycles in
tissue slices in vitro. Initial data reinforce the importance
of intercellular membrane events for constructing a
functional and reliable tissue pacemaker.
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To adapt to the once-daily rotation of our planet about its
axis, most organisms have evolved to incorporate the
geophysical day–night cycle as a genetically determined
temporal program. This endogenous, temperaturecompensated timekeeping mechanism – the ‘circadian
clock’ – recognizes local time, measures its passage, and
contributes to the regulation of homeostasis, seasonal
behavior and navigation. Our progress in understanding
its neurobiology has been almost unimaginable. About 30
years ago, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) was first
implicated as the site of a master clock, but it has been less
than ten years since SCN neurons were discovered to be
autonomous cellular circadian oscillators [1]: when cultured at low density, they individually express firing rate
rhythms with different circadian periods. Analyses of
induced and spontaneous mutations, gene sequence
homologies and protein–protein interactions have identified candidate regulatory molecules and biochemical
processes that are likely to constitute the basic intracellular oscillatory mechanism. It is believed that genes at
the core of the clock function within autoregulatory
feedback loops, with nuclear proteins rhythmically suppressing the transcription of their own mRNA.
Still mysterious is how individual SCN cells are
assembled to create an integrated tissue pacemaker that
governs circadian behaviors of whole animals. The
genotype-specific circadian period characteristically
expressed by animals appears to be an intermediate
period that arises from the coupling of multiple SCN
cellular oscillators [2–4]; this contrasts with many other
rhythmic tissues (e.g. the heart), in which the fastest cells
set the rate. Elucidating SCN intercellular interactions
will be crucial to understanding circadian properties at
the ‘tissue’ level of organization; several attributes of the
clock are likely to emerge at this level, such as its
regulation of complex behavioral patterns, adaptation to
photoperiod [5] and remarkable precision [6].
Time for new technologies
Recently there have been exciting advances in developing
methods that make possible real-time simultaneous
measurements of oscillatory activity over repeated cycles
from multiple individual cells in tissue slices [7,8]. In a
remarkable and powerful series of experiments, Yamaguchi
et al. [8] have investigated the behavior of organotypic
SCN slices made from neonatal transgenic mice expressing a luciferase reporter driven by an oscillating promoter
from the clock gene period-homolog 1 (mPer1); mPer1-luc
bioluminescent rhythms in individual cells are measured
in long-term culture with a sensitive charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera. This technical tour-de-force opens
new windows on the workings of SCN tissue at the cellular
level, enabling researchers to resolve some previously
intractable issues. Among these is the analysis of mutant
clock phenotypes. The behavioral arrhythmicity described
previously in mutant mice with ‘knocked out’ clock genes
could have been due to the loss of individual SCN cellular
rhythms – an intracellular defect – or to persistent but
desynchronized rhythms among individual cells – a deficit
in intercellular coupling. Using their new approach,
Yamaguchi et al. have determined that arrhythmicity in
www.sciencedirect.com

electrical activity [9] and cyclic expression of mPer1 and
mPer2 mRNA [10] of SCN tissue in mice with mutations in
two cryptochrome genes (mCry1K/K, mCry2K/K) is in fact
due to arrhythmicity of the component cells.
SCN cellular synchronization does not mean that all cells
express identical phases
Importantly, Yamaguchi et al. also have demonstrated
that individual SCN cells in normal mouse brain slices
show rather large phase differences in the peaks of their
bioluminescent rhythms and that these differences persist
over repeated cycles (individual cellular periods are
similar and stable). The phase order is not a stochastic
property of the network because it is restored after
cycloheximide is applied, first to stop and then to reset
the cellular oscillations to the same initial phase.
Furthermore, intercellular phase differences are not an
artifact of organotypic culturing of the slices (which lose
w70% of their neurons and flatten to a few cell layers
thick) because similar differences have been demonstrated
in acutely prepared 300 mm mouse slices assayed by an
mPer1 green fluorescent protein (mPer1-GFP) reporting
system [7], or by electrophysiological methods in rat SCN
in vivo [11] or in 500 mm thick acute slices [5]. In general,
dorsomedial cells appear to phase-lead (but do not appear
to drive) ventrolateral ones in Yamaguchi et al.’s preparation, although other workers have described a lateral-tomedial gradient in Per1 expression [7], and no gradient in
electrical activity [5], in acute slices.
In any case, it has become clear from all of these studies
that the duration of high molecular and high electrical
activities of individual SCN cells is shorter than the
composite activities of the tissue as a whole (which
generally lasts for most of the subjective day) (Figure 1).
Good news – there are still more questions than answers
What is the functional significance of heterogeneous
cellular phases? Can their distribution and clustering [7]
or order [12] be reconfigured by light? Could plasticity of
phase differences encode a photoperiodic signal [5]? Are
they organized as part of the temporal programming of
SCN outputs [13]? And what mechanism(s) keep the cells
out of phase?
Yamaguchi et al. have begun to tackle the last of
these questions by applying tetrodotoxin (TTX), which
blocks voltage-dependent NaC channels and inhibits
the generation of action potentials, to their cultures.
At least acutely, rhythms of mPer1-luc bioluminescence
persist (as does the rhythm of cytosolic Ca2C levels
[14]). But Yamaguchi et al. have now shown that over
several cycles of chronic TTX application, the individual cellular bioluminescent rhythms begin to desynchronize from one another. The obvious interpretation
is that action potentials synchronize the cells; in their
absence, individual cellular oscillations gradually drift
and their phase relationships become unstable over
succeeding cycles. It is important to note, however,
that TTX might also affect other forms of intercellular
communication in the SCN (e.g. dye coupling [15]) and
that long-term TTX might even unmask compensatory
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Figure 1. From oscillating cells to rhythmic tissue. (a) Three cellular oscillations with
4 h phase differences. Cellular activity is linearly spread over the subjective day
[circadian time (CT) 0–12 h, with CT6 representing the midday]. The duration of
enhanced activity at half-maximum is 5 h for single-unit electrical activity [5].
Numbers on the y-axis are normalized for single-unit activity, and curvature is
simple and theoretical. (b) Summed activity of the three cells in (a), resulting in a
biphasic activity pattern. (c) Summed activity of 15 cells with a phase distribution
linearly spread over subjective day. The composite activity shows a smooth pattern
with a single peak at CT6. The most advanced and most delayed units from the
population are shown in (a). Plasticity of such phase differences within the
suprachiasmatic nucleus could encode a photoperiodic signal [5]. A closer phase
relationship between oscillating cells would generate a population signal
corresponding to that observed for short winter day-lengths, whereas a wider
distribution would create a long summer day-length pattern.

responses that could dynamically change intercellular
responsiveness [16].
Surprisingly, the amplitude of the mPer1-luc bioluminescence rhythm dramatically drops over several days of
continuous TTX application, and Yamaguchi et al. concluded that action potentials are necessary for maintaining intracellular molecular rhythms. Although not
explicitly discussed by the authors, their figures seem to
show that diminished amplitudes are also associated with
apparently distorted waveforms, raising the possibility
that the amplitude effect might be due in part to phase
interference between desynchronized cells or even to a
toxic effect of chronic TTX on the luciferin–luciferase
bioluminescence reaction. It would be useful to know
whether the mean period expressed by the attenuated
network is altered – that is, whether TTX actually stops,
slows or shifts the tissue clock. When TTX is infused into
the rat SCN for many days in vivo, entrainment and
expression of behavioral rhythmicity is lost but the actual
circadian oscillatory mechanism appears to be unaffected
[i.e. the phase of the restored rhythm after TTX treatment
is that predicted by extrapolation of the phase and period
www.sciencedirect.com
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of the original (pre-infusion) rhythm] [17]. Of course, the
physiology of the SCN in vitro and in vivo is likely to be
different; in vivo, the SCN appears to be more stable
(induced phase shifts are smaller in vivo than in vitro),
and there is the (theoretical) possibility that extra-SCN
brain oscillators might keep time even when the SCN
pacemaker is inactivated [18].
Lastly, we call attention to a detail in the imaging study
of Yamaguchi et al.’s, although its significance is presently
uncertain. The authors note that nearly all of their
luminescent cells (99.2% of a total of 1177) exhibit
circadian rhythmicity; this was not the case for Quintero
et al.’s [7] slices acutely prepared from mPer1-GFP
transgenic mice. Furthermore, at least in hamster SCN,
there seems to be a subpopulation of calbindin-expressing
neurons that do not appear to express circadian rhythmicity (of neither hamster Per1 abundance [19] nor electrical
activity [20]). Whether these disagreements are due to
reporter sensitivity, species differences, slice thickness or
reorganization of circuitry in organotypic slices will
require further study.
Keeping the membrane in mind
The circadian system is complex, and intercellular
interactions at the tissue level underlie much of this
complexity (not only in the mammalian SCN but also in
Drosophila [21]). For the generation of overt rhythmicity,
clock genes are necessary but not sufficient (e.g. for
vasopressin gene transcription in the rat SCN [22]).
Events at the cell membrane lie at the intersection of
core oscillatory apparatus of the clock with both its input
and output pathways, and a network of interconnected
neurons can oscillate without requiring every neuron to be
endogenously rhythmic. There are already mutant mice in
which absence of the VPAC2 receptor for vasoactive
intestinal polypeptide, a neurotransmitter in the retinorecipient subdivision of the SCN, results in a dramatic
drop in electrical activity and molecular arrhythmicity
[23,24]; in Drosophila too, the state of membrane
excitability appears to be key for sustaining free-running
intracellular oscillations [25]. Membrane events are
crucial to translating rudimentary molecular cycles into
a reliable and photo-entrainable tissue pacemaker, and
unraveling the dynamic interactions between these
system elements should be a challenging problem for
years to come.
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It is well established that genetic factors strongly
contribute to the susceptibility of an individual to
schizophrenia. Straub, Kendler and colleagues have
published the first of several articles demonstrating a
genetic association between schizophrenia and the
gene encoding the dystrobrevin-binding protein dysbindin. Although no mutations in the dysbindin gene have
been found, the recent identification of a specific risk
haplotype in independent samples provides further
evidence that dysbindin is a possible schizophrenia
susceptibility gene.
Schizophrenia is a highly debilitating, often lifelong
illness that affects up to 1% of the population. The fact
that schizophrenia has a genetic component has long been
established [1] but, in common with many other complex
disorders, the genes predisposing to schizophrenia have
remained elusive. Recently however, a growing list of
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genes is being linked with susceptibility to the disease
[2,3]. Several studies have demonstrated that variation
in the gene encoding the dystrobrevin-binding protein
dysbindin (DTNBP1) is associated with increased
susceptibility to schizophrenia.
Dysbindin variation and schizophrenia
In the case of DTNBP1, Straub et al. [4] undertook
systematic linkage-disequilibrium mapping across the
previously linked schizophrenia susceptibility region
6p24–21. They discovered that single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the 140 kb DTNBP1 gene were
strongly associated with schizophrenia. Twelve SNPs
were identified within DTNBP1 and tested for association
with schizophrenia in a group of 270 Irish high-density
pedigrees [4]. Several of the individual SNPs were
significantly associated with schizophrenia and remained
so when the data were analysed to include only one
affected offspring per nuclear family per extended pedigree. Additionally, Straub et al. found a three-SNP
haplotype that was highly significant when restricted

